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Overview

• Relevant non-HEP related trends 

• Relevant HEP ASICs trends and perspectives 

• Some “experienced-based” remarks 



Common features of ASICs for HEP

• We need ASICs mostly for front-end, power management, data transmission; 

• High resolution timing is becoming a must for many detectors; 

• Finer granularity (but not so extreme), less power 

• In (inner) layers of hadron colliders, life is complicated by radiation damage, 
which imposes lengthy technology testing procedure; 

• We are adding cold ASICs to the menu; 

• Production volumes are, at best, very modest compared to industry standard; 

• HEP ASICs are very specific systems fabricated in mainstream technologies 
built out of very common critical blocks (ADCs, TDCs, PLLs, DLLs, Power 
converters, ser-des, etc..)



Key IPs: ADCs 
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Power: 13 mW

Very good performance ADC in many different technology nodes 
Extremely scaled nodes may bring density more than low power
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A Temperature-Stabilized Single-Channel 1-GS/s
60-dB SNDR SAR-Assisted Pipelined ADC With

Dynamic Gm-R-Based Amplifier
Wenning Jiang, Student Member, IEEE, Yan Zhu , Member, IEEE, Minglei Zhang , Member, IEEE,

Chi-Hang Chan , Member, IEEE, and Rui Paulo Martins , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— A temperature-stabilized 12-bit single-channel
successive approximation register (SAR)-assisted pipelined
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) running at 1 GS/s with
Nyquist signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) above 60 dB
is presented. The ADC uses a three-stage (4 b-4 b-6 b) SAR-
assisted pipeline hybrid architecture to achieve an attractive
energy efficiency along with an extended sampling rate.
A high-linearity open-loop Gm-R-based residue amplifier (RA)
with both complete-settled and dynamic features improves the
residue amplification efficiency and speed, while reducing the gain
variation over a temperature drift. The inter-stage gain variation
over the temperature is compensated through complementary
temperature coefficients (TCs) from the inner devices of the RA.
Furthermore, a cascade amplification topology in the backend RA
alleviates the effect of the input parasitic capacitance to its front-
end capacitor DAC (CDAC), thus leading to a small CDAC size
to accelerate amplification and conversion. The prototype ADC
was fabricated in a 28-nm CMOS process and consumes 7.6 mW
from a 1-V power supply at 1 GS/s. The measured inter-stage
gain variation is less than 2.3% with a temperature range from
0 !C to 80 !C. The SNDR and SFDR are 60 and 74.6 dB with a
Nyquist input, respectively, achieving a Walden figure-of-merit
(FoM) of 9.3 fJ/conversion-step and a Schreier FoM of 168.2 dB.

Index Terms— Analog-to-digital converter (ADC), Gm-R
amplifier, pipelined-successive approximation register (SAR)
ADC, residue amplifier (RA), SAR-assisted pipelined ADC, SAR,
temperature compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-RESOLUTION analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) running in the gigahertz range [1]–[9] have

attracted attention in both the wireless and wireline application
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spaces, enabled by continuous technology scaling. Pipelined
ADCs [1]–[4] are often considered as the first candidates;
however, conventionally, the amplifiers often become the
power bottleneck, leading to a poor energy efficiency.
This indicates a general need for high-efficiency residue
amplification techniques for pipeline architectures, including
both traditional pipelined ADCs [1]–[4] and pipelined-
successive approximation register (SAR) ADCs [7], [9].
Time-interleaved (TI) ADCs [5]–[7] are an alternative for
gigahertz high-resolution ADCs, but they face the challenges
of increased area, inter-channel cross-talk, high complexity
of calibration, and so on. Moreover, for the single-channel
ADC, improving the sampling rate not only helps reduce the
number of channels in a massive TI ADC but also contributes
to lower their overall jitter and input capacitance, imposing a
further push on the ADC performance boundary.

Conventional SAR ADCs [10]–[12] are not suitable for high
sampling rate accompanied by high resolution, due to the
speed limitation from its inherent serial conversion process.
A two-step SAR-assisted pipelined ADC [8], [9], [13]–[17]
breaks such limitation through the pipelined operation, while
simultaneously achieving a good energy efficiency. As the
sampling rate is increased, the two-step high-resolution ADC
also encounters a speed bottleneck due to the large number of
successive bit decisions required in each stage. Even though
multi-bit/cycle SAR logic [17], loop-unrolling architecture
[7], [9], and current-mode DAC [16] can improve the cycle
speed of the sub-SAR ADC, they potentially induce more
errors due to the additional mismatch sources. A three-stage
SAR-assisted pipelined SAR ADC [7] further speeds up the
conversion rate by distributing the bit decisions into more
sub stages, which shows a single-channel 12-bit ADC with
a conversion rate above 500 MS/s, while maintaining the
attractive energy efficiency of the two-step architecture as
shown in Fig. 1.

After the SAR cycle speed bottleneck has been addressed
by the three-stage architecture, the residue amplifier (RA)
constrains the overall speed, while it simultaneously has a
major influence on the noise, linearity, and power consumption
of the ADC. When compared with the closed-loop-based
RA [13], [14], the open-loop-based RA [3], [7], [19]–[23]
offers a higher amplification speed and a better power
efficiency, but is with a higher PVT sensitivity and a worse
linearity. Digital background calibration for the PVT stability
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Fig. 11. (a) Third stage. (b) Switching example with 3 b.

Fig. 12. Die photograph.

produces a positive TC [red line in Fig. 10(b)] as Vth,MC1
experiences a negative TC characteristic [29]. As illustrated
by (9), VC works as a dc offset of Vthn,MC1, and the
dimension ratio of MC1 to MC2 is used to change the slope
of Vthn,MC1 variation versus temperature change. The size of
MC2 in Fig. 10(a) is programmable with a 5-b digital control
to compensate the process corners with the measurement of
two temperature points (e.g., 0 !C and 80 !C). After that, VC
is configured to guarantee the accurate inter-stage gain [31].
In addition to the variation in the Gm-cell itself, the charge
share from the sampling switches also causes a small gain
variation through the impact on the input common mode of
the RA. Ultimately, the gain variation in the Gm-cell itself
is multiplied by the gain variation in the charge share, which

TABLE I

ADC NOISE CONTRIBUTION

enlarges the total gain variation. Thus, a larger compensation
range of VOV,M7&8 is needed to well-compensate the total
gain variation. Like the other pipelined ADCs with open-loop
RA, the accuracy effective gain detection is still necessary to
match two pipelined stages. In this design, the effective gain
is extracted based on the code histogram [32] in the digital
domain (off-chip) and the correction is realized by trimming
the bias of the RAs in the analog domain (on-chip). In practice,
some well-known methods [1], [7], [23] can be implemented
on-chip to achieve the first-order gain calibration.

C. Third-Stage Design and Overall Noise Contribution

In the third stage, CDAC3 adopts a single-end operation
as illustrated with a 3-b switching example in Fig. 11, which
reduces CDAC3 size by half. Because the third stage only
resolves 6 b and experiences a 64" gain from the input, its
thermal noise requirement is relaxed. Therefore, only a 50-
fF capacitance in CDAC3 is used, limited by the minimum
unit capacitance (0.5 fF) for matching. The noise of the
two-stage amplifier, dominated by the first stage in RA2,
is significantly relaxed by the gain from RA1 [22]. Table I
shows the simulated noise contribution of the total ADC. The
total input referred noise is 62.58 nV2, resulting in a 64.6-dB
SNR.

VI. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The prototype ADC was fabricated in a 28-nm CMOS
process. The die photograph is shown in Fig. 12 occupying a
core area of 0.0091 mm2. The ADC powered by a 1-V supply
exhibits a 1.2 Vpp-diff full-scale range. Due to the unskilled
layout, the L-DAC suffers from some mismatch and a bit
weight calibration is adopted in the measurement. The first
4-b codes are corrected with integer bit weight one-time, and
the bit weight array is fixed to different samples. Besides
the one-time calibration to the comparator offset (histogram-
based detection in the measurement), RAs’ gain is done
in the foreground. As illustrated in Fig. 13, the measured
DNL and INL are +0.47/#0.39 LSB and +1.87/#2.21 LSB,
respectively.

Fig. 14 shows the measured output spectrum after a decima-
tion of 225-fold at a low input frequency and near the Nyquist
input frequency, respectively. For a low input frequency of
140.63 MHz, the measured SNDR and SFDR are 61.4 and
74.6 dB, respectively, and the noise performance (SNR) is
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TABLE II

ADC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

Fig. 13. Measured DNL and INL.

Fig. 14. Measured output spectrum at 1 GS/s with 140.63-MHz input and
495.19-MHz input (16384 points and ADC output decimated by 225!).

limited by the input buffer. For the near Nyquist input fre-
quency of 495.19 MHz, the measured SNDR keeps 60 dB
and the SFDR keeps 74.6 dB. Fig. 15 shows the measured
dynamic performance at 1 GS/s versus the input frequency.
The ADC achieves above 9-b ENOB even with the input
frequency raised up to 1.2 GHz, and the estimated clock
jitter ("200 fs) degrades the dynamic performance when the
input signal exceeds 1 GHz. Fig. 16 depicts the measured
dynamic performance at 140.63-MHz input and sweeping from
600 MS/s to 1.3 GS/s. It can be seen that the ADC keeps
around 59-dB SNDR under 1.1 GS/s.

Fig. 15. Measured SFDR/SNDR versus input frequency.

Fig. 16. Measured SFDR/SNDR versus sampling rate at low input frequency.

As shown from the analysis of the temperature compensa-
tion scheme in Section V-B, the bias voltage VC is identified
through one-time foreground calibration and a two-point tem-
perature test is used to compensate the process variation. The
measured dynamic performance versus temperature is shown
in Fig. 17. According to the simulation results and analysis of
Section V-B, the gain error of RA1 limits the overall accuracy
of the three-stage ADC, and the estimated gain error of RA1 is
in the range of +3.5% to #10% over a temperature between
0 $C and 80 $C. With compensation, the measured SNDR
and SFDR from 0 $C to 80 $C are maintained above 56.2 and
68 dB, respectively, which reflect that the gain error of RA1 is
reduced to less than ±2.3%.

The ADC consumes 7.6-mW power (excluding the input
buffer) running at 1 GS/s with a 1-V supply, resulting in a
9.28 fJ/conversion-step Walden FoM and 168.2-dB Schreier
FoM. The power breakdown is presented in Fig. 18, where
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A 91.0-dB SFDR Single-Coarse Dual-Fine
Pipelined-SAR ADC With Split-Based

Background Calibration in 28-nm CMOS
Yuefeng Cao , Member, IEEE, Shumin Zhang , Tianli Zhang , Member, IEEE,

Yongzhen Chen , Member, IEEE, Yutong Zhao , Chixiao Chen , Member, IEEE,

Fan Ye , Member, IEEE, and Junyan Ren , Member, IEEE

Abstract— This paper presents a single-coarse dual-fine
architecture that improves energy-efficiency of pipelined-SAR
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). A coarse and fast sub-
ADC is used to quantize the most significant bits (MSBs),
which are encoded with a proposed residue transformation
method to control the residue generation of the first stages
in two fine channels. The residue voltages generate on the
capacitive digital-to-analog converters (C-DACs) of split fine
channels directly without successive approximation processes.
Therefore, the conversion rate is increased and the power is
reduced. A shuffle mechanism is introduced into split-ADC based
digital background calibration to avoid the divergence of the
conventional algorithm in the proposed architecture. A high-
energy-efficiency dynamic amplifier is also introduced as the
residue amplifier. A 14-bit 60-MS/s ADC is prototyped in a
28-nm CMOS process. The digital calibration engine operates
under 0.9-V supply, other parts of the ADC core operate under
1.05-V supply. The ADC core consumes 4.26 mW. Measurement
results show that the calibration improved the signal-to-noise and
distortion ratio (SNDR) and spur-free dynamic range (SFDR)
dramatically, the calibrated ADC achieves SNDR and SFDR
of 66.9 dB and of 91.0 dB respectively, translating to a Schreier
FoM of 165.4 dB and a Walden FoM of 39.3 fJ/conversion-step.

Index Terms— Coarse-fine ADC, digital calibration, dynamic
amplifier, pipelined-SAR ADC, split-ADC.

I. INTRODUCTION

P IPELINED-SAR ADC is a promising architecture in
the domain of high-resolution and low-power analog-to-
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Fig. 1. Conventional dither injection in split-based ADC calibration.

digital converters (ADCs) [1]–[9]. It is much more energy-
efficient than conventional pipeline ADCs but exhibits worse
linearity and needs to be compensated by calibration. Dig-
ital background calibrations have been widely used to cal-
ibrate the non-idealities in high-resolution ADCs [10]–[23].
In comparison with statistic-based digital background cali-
brations [10]–[16], deterministic calibrations [17]–[23] have
the advantages of much faster convergence speed, less hard-
ware complexity and lower power. Among deterministic
approaches, split-based ADC calibration [18]–[22] incurs min-
imal analog overhead in terms of conversion speed and com-
plexity [21] and shows better spur-free dynamic range (SFDR)
performances with low digital power [22]. Moreover, since the
criteria of split-based calibration is the shift invariance of a lin-
ear system [18], which is related to the transfer function of the
ADC rather than its detailed circuit implementation, the cal-
ibration is compatible to various ADC architectures, even
without prior knowledge of them [24]. Therefore, split-based
ADC calibration is a promising method, especially for nano-
meter-scale CMOS technology nowadays, which suffers from
more severe process variation and unpredictable parasites.

The concept of split-ADC is that one ADC can be split into
two identical channels CH-A and CH-B, each with half size of
capacitor and active analog circuitry [18], as shown in Fig. 1.
The outputs of the split channels xA and xB are averaged as the
ADC output. A non-zero difference (xA-xB) is used to extract
the non-idealities in both channels in digital domain. If both
channels are correctly calibrated, the difference between xA
and xB should be zero. For conventional split ADCs [21],
to avoid the split channels being nonlinear in the same way,
the two channels convert the input Vin and the dithered input

1549-8328 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 12. Comparisons of different dynamic amplifiers.

and Vxp. Together with KCL at nodes Vop, Von, Vxp and Vxn,
we have:!
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The duration of the 3rd phase can be derived:

t3 = C1 + C2

Icm,n ! Icm,p

'
2 (VDD ! Vcm) ! Vth,n

C2 (I1 ! I2)

C1 I2 ! C2 I1

(
(21)

where the common-mode current is given below:
)

Icm,n = I1 + I2

Icm,p = I3 + I4
(22)

Note that the overdrive voltages and sizes of M5 and M6
are small, so I3 and I4 are much smaller than I1 and I2,
the amplifier still works dynamically. Assuming that the input
differential voltage is so small that I1 " I2 and

)
gm,n

*
Vip ! Vin

+ = I1 ! I2

gm,p
*
Vip ! Vin

+
= I3 ! I4

(23)

The gain can be expressed as (24).

G = 2
*
gm,n + gm,p

+

Icm,n ! Icm,p

C1 + C2

C1 ! C2
(VDD ! Vcm)

+ 2gm,n

Icm,n ! Icm,p

C2

C1 ! C2
Vth,n (24)

Comparisons to the state-of-the-art DAs are given in Table I.
Fig. 12 compares the calculated and transistor-level simulated
gain, input referred noise power and energy of different DAs
with typical values of the parameters in actual designs. The
process-related parameters are extracted from simulations.
In Table. I and Fig. 12, the figure of merit (FoM) defined
in [32] and expressed in (25) are used.

FoM = Gain
Energy # NoisePowerinput!re f erred

(25)

Fig. 12 shows that the calculated results match well with
simulations. Compared to other DAs, the cross-coupled NMOS

Fig. 13. Die photograph.

transistors increase the effective common-mode voltage drop.
The additional PMOS input pair boosts the gain/energy ratio
in two aspects, its differential current increases the effec-
tive transconductance from and the common-mode current
decreases the denominator of the gain expression. The pro-
posed DA achieves the highest gain/energy ratio and FoM
among these DAs [7], [27], [30], [31].

Note that the proposed amplifier boosts the gain/energy ratio
at the expense of higher harmonic distortions. The gain of the
dynamic amplifier is distorted by the supply voltage variation.
During the amplification phase, the dynamic amplifier draws
charge from the supply, thus, the supply voltage drops. Since
the amount of charge drawn from the supply is input-related,
the supply voltage drop is also input-related. The input-related
supply voltage variation leads to an input-related gain of the
dynamic amplifier which is a new source of distortion. It is
handled by the digital calibration in this work.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The proposed pipelined-SAR ADC is fabricated in a

28-nm CMOS 1P7M process. The ADC core covers an active
area of 0.368 mm2, as shown in Fig. 13. The single-ended
sampling capacitance of each fine first stage is 2 pF, and
1 pF for each second stage SAR ADC. While the coarse
sub-ADC has a single-ended sampling capacitance of 250 fF.
In Fig. 5, Cf = 62.5 fF, Cc = 3.9 fF and Cu = 1 fF.
Since the capacitor mismatch of the first stages is calibrated,
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TABLE II

COMPARISONS TO OTHER DESIGNS WITH COMPARABLE SAMPLING RATE AND RESOLUTION

the calibration engine configured in hold-on mode or iteration
mode. In the iteration mode, the calibration engine exports
output and updates the parameters every sampling cycle.
It can be switched to hold-on mode during iteration, then
the parameters are fixed, the calibrated output with the fixed
parameters are exported. The ADC core consumes 4.26 mW
at 60 MS/s, including clock buffer and calibration engine
configured in hold-on mode, translating to Schreier FoM of
165.4 dB and 162.6 dB at low and Nyquist input frequency,
respectively and Walden FoM of 39.3 fJ/conversion-step and
54.2 fJ/conversion-step at low and Nyquist input frequency,
respectively. The total power is 5.18 mW when the calibra-
tion engine is in iteration mode. Table II summarizes and
compares this work with other state-of-the-art designs with
comparable sampling rate and resolution. A machine-learning
based prior-knowledge free calibration algorithm proposed by
us in [24] is also included in Table II, which deploys 512 mul-
tiplier and accumulation (MAC) units to achieve comparable
calibrated performance. While only 10 MAC units are neces-
sary for the calibration proposed in this work. So, both the
silicon area and power consumption of the calibration engine
in [24] is estimated about 50 times larger than this work,
making it not very energy-efficient up to now.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a residue transformation method for
split pipelined-SAR ADC. Based on the method, a power-
efficient single-coarse dual-fine ADC architecture is proposed
which boosts the conversion rate and saves power. The con-
ventional digital calibration is modified to fit the proposed
architecture. A dynamic amplifier with improved gain/energy
ratio is proposed and used as the residue amplifier.

With these techniques, a power-efficient 14-bit 60 MS/s
single-coarse dual-fine pipelined-SAR ADC is prototyped in
a 28-nm CMOS technology. Measurement results show that
the prototype ADC achieves SNDR and SFDR of 66.9 dB

and 91.0 dB, respectively, with a low power consumption
of 4.26 mW.
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• Very good performance ADC in many different technology nodes 
• External nodes may bring density more than low power



A word on ADC architectures

• While technology has clearly a role, architectures have their share, too 
• Many architectures employ SAR as main ADC or as a sub-unit 
• Key changes in SAR topologies occurred 10-12 years ago the allowed much 

higher speed and low power (50 MS/s, 1 mW, 10 bit in 130 nm) 
• If such architecture were there 10 years before, chip designed for LHC in 250 

nm might have looked significantly different… 
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Integrated LDOs cost-effectively enable fine-grain voltage regulation for digital IP
blocks. A distributed LDO architecture, where a number of dispersed LDO units
supply a single domain with shared power delivery network (PDN), has been
recently proposed for point-of-load regulation improving both local IR-drop and
transient droop response across the IP domain [1-3]. However, previous
distributed LDOs used custom communication between a global controller and
local distributed LDO controllers [1], custom communication between neighboring
LDO controllers [2], and/or analog voltage sensors with associated shared VREF
generation and routing [1-3]. This paper presents a fully synthesizable,
Distributed, and scalable all-Digital LDO (D-DLDO) voltage regulator (Fig. 25.1.1)
with the following salient features: (1) fast single-cycle voltage monitoring using
a Digital Supply-Voltage Sensor (DSVS), (2) fast digital PID-based controller, and
(3) APR-friendly and tile-able design without the need to generate or route any
global or inter-LDO digital/analog signals. A test-chip is implemented with 9 DLDO
units in 10nm CMOS (Fig. 25.1.7). Each DLDO unit, including its power gates
(PGs), DSVS, and controller, was fully synthesized using standard library cells
and industry-standard automatic placement-and-routing (APR) tools.

In the proposed DLDO unit (Fig. 25.1.1), the PID controller utilizes DSVS code to
regulate VOUT by setting PG strength to equal KP ! e[n] + KI ! "e[n] + KD! (e[n] –
e[n-1]), where e[n] = CODETARGET - CODEOUT[n], and CODETARGET (CODEOUT[n]) is
the DSVS code corresponding to VTARGET (VOUT[n]). The DSVS 64b thermometer
code is encoded to 6b binary code, before it is processed by the PID controller.
The controller, running at VOUT rather than VIN for efficient operation, produces a
10b binary output, which is level shifted to VIN and converted to a 1023b
thermometer code for control of 1023 unary-sized local instances of PG cells.
Multiplications with KP, KI, and KD are implemented with 3b arithmetic shifters to
reduce power/area overhead, so each K* can be set to 2m (m = 0 to 7). The total
response time of the closed-loop regulation is 3 domain-clock cycles for DSVS,
code conversion, and controller.

The DSVS (Fig. 25.1.2) utilizes a time-to-digital converter (TDC) with an inverter
chain to generate a thermometer code, reflecting the impact of supply-voltage
variation on inverter delays at a given cycle. DSVS takes the domain clock as input
and produces a divided-by-2 clock pulse that passes through the inverter delay
chain every cycle. Flip-flops (FF) are used to sample the inverter states at every
rising edge of the domain clock. For an odd (even) cycle, a high (low) pulse is
passed through the delay chain. In order to generate consistent polarity, DSVS
uses simple multiplexors to implement polarity inversion of the code every other
cycle. Thus, and in contrast to [4], the proposed DSVS generates a multi-bit
output code at 1 cycle latency, rather than 2 cycles. Note that an odd DSVS code
may change by one LSB across two consecutive cycles due to the mismatch in
the rise and fall times of an inverter. Another LSB error could be introduced due
to metastability-induced bubble if the clock edge and the data edge are too close.
A metastability-induced bubble is suppressed using AND gates to simplify the
thermometer-to-binary encoder logic. 

Figure 25.1.2 shows simulated DSVS codes across the target operating voltage
(V), temperature (T), and frequency (F) at a given corner (P). To account for PVT-
variation and F-scaling impact on DSVS code, this work proposes to (1) perform
a per die (P) characterization across a few V, T, and F points (e.g., 5, 2, and 2)
during testing, and then (2) apply tri-linear interpolation (every <1ms or when
switching to a new V/F point) to adjust CODETARGET at runtime based on the current
V, T, and F operating point, without switching to a safe (slow) mode. Simulations
showed that the proposed methodology presents less than 7mV error across a
wide range of PVT and F. For linearity and monotonicity in relation of the TDC
code to voltage, DSVS inverters are placed at equal distances to ensure equal wire
length between them, FFs are placed near their corresponding inverters, and DSVS
has well-balanced internal clock networks for the domain clock and the divided
clock. DSVS measurements across 9 tiles show relatively tight code variation from
3b at 0.75V (#2.5% of target) to 1b at 1.0V (#1% of target) (Fig. 25.1.2). 

We developed a closed-loop small-signal model to assess the impact of D-DLDO
design parameters, such as COUT, KP,I,D, the controller frequency, and inter-LDO
PDN resistance (RPDN), on D-DLDO stability across target IL, VIN, and VOUT ranges
(Fig. 25.1.3). To guarantee stable operation of the D-DLDO, a 1-DLDO operation
is analyzed first. Example pole-zero plots of closed-loop small-signal dVOUT/dIL
show that the 1-DLDO could become unstable at extremely small or large COUT
(poles are outside or close to unit circle) for a given KP,I,D. For a 2-DLDO example,
model results show that the smaller RPDN values create stronger interactions
among units of a D-DLDO, sometimes leading to an unstable condition, as
expected. While thick top metal tracks can be utilized to reduce the IR drop on
VOUT by reducing RPDN, they can, at the same time, impact the D-DLDO stability,
while also taking away metal resources for VIN or SoC routing. Therefore, RPDN
can be optimized at design time to balance the two competing factors of the IR
drop and stability, while also considering other design parameters.

To measure on-chip high-frequency droop/overshoot voltage, we implemented
an on-chip droop-overshoot tester (ODOT) [5] (Fig. 25.1.4). The ODOT selects a
target bit of the DSVS that corresponds to a known (i.e. pre-calibrated)
code/voltage target and then counts the number of DSVS events where CODEOUT
> CODESELECTED (selected via the ODOT interface) for 215-1 cycles. In a repeated IL
transition, by sweeping the selected bit to be compared, and checking the counter
output “Count”, we find undershoot code/voltage from the largest selected bit
position that makes “Count” = 215 – 1 with a linear/binary search. We find
overshoot code/voltage similarly, but from the smallest selected bit position that
makes “Count” = 0 (Fig. 25.1.4). Example ODOT measurement results for a 1-
DLDO in PID-control and PI-control (D disabled) modes show that employing
both P and D controls helps mitigate more droop/overshoot than using P alone.

To study the impact of KP,I,D on the stability of the D-DLDO operation, we
performed stability test with a repeating IL transition for a D-DLDO with 1, 2, 3, 6,
and 9 DLDO units at iso-current density (Fig. 25.1.5). For all, except the 9-unit D-
DLDO case, noncontributing DLDOs had their controller-clock gated and their PGs
turned off. With fewer DLDOs, D-DLDO is stable for a wider range of KP,I,D, but a
larger number of DLDOs tend to be prone to instability. Therefore, KP,I,D and the
controller frequency need to be selected properly to ensure stable operation.
Measured percentages of enabled PGs per DLDO tile in the 9-DLDO configuration
indicate that variations in DSVS, PDN, etc. may lead to imbalanced current
sharing, but nevertheless, all DLDO units contribute at the end to a stable D-DLDO
operation. Load regulation and current efficiency measurements of the 9-DLDO
configuration for a range of VIN, VOUT, and IL show a peak current efficiency of 98.6
% (Fig. 25.1.5). 

Figure 25.1.6 summarizes comparison with prior works on distributed LDOs. The
proposed all-digital and scalable 9-DLDO design has an RPDN between neighboring
DLDO tiles of <0.2$, due to power grid routing in the top thick metal layers, and
a total of 0.534nF of COUT (0.059nF per tile) using standard library decap cells. A
worst-case of ~200mV on-die droop is measured using the ODOT under %IL of
1.17A at 0.84 VOUT target and 1.05V VIN. Higher intrinsic load decap, available from
CMOS load gates in real designs, combined with an asynchronous burst mode
for fast droop response can reduce droop magnitude further. Test-chip die
micrograph, post-APR layout of a tile, and design details are summarized in Fig.
25.1.7. 
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Figure 25.1.1: Distributed DLDO concept (left), and architecture of the proposed
all-digital LDO unit for D-DLDO (right).

Figure 25.1.2: DSVS schematic (top left), DSVS operation waveforms (bottom
left), simulated DSVS codes across voltage, temperature at slow process
corner, and two frequencies when TGD = skipped, and delay chain length ! 256
(top right), DSVS measurement data (bottom right).

Figure 25.1.3: D-DLDO stability analysis: large signal VOUT equation for 2-DLDO
example (top left), closed-loop small signal analysis model (top right), pole-
zero plots of 1-DLDO for closed-loop dvOUT/dIL with respect to COUT (bottom left),
and 2-DLDO for closed-loop vOUT1/vOUT2 with respect to RPDN (bottom right).

Figure 25.1.5: D-DLDO stability test condition summary and measurement
results (top left), and enabled PGs (%) of each DLDO in 9-DLDO mode under
static IL (bottom left). D-DLDO (9-DLDO) load regulation measurement results:
VOUT vs. IL (top right), and current efficiency vs. IL (bottom right). Figure 25.1.6: Comparison table.

Figure 25.1.4: On-chip droop-overshoot tester (ODOT) diagram, and operation
sequence (left). 1-DLDO measurement data showing droop and overshoot with
PID compensation (right).
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Figure 25.1.7: Die micrograph, post-ARP layout of a single tile with 1-DLDO
building units, and design details. Figure 25.1.S1: Fabricated test-chip package and test set-up.

Figure 25.1.S2: Oscilloscope captures of 1-DLDO, and 9-DLDO operation under
repeating IL transition. Fast frequency droop response on VOUT was filtered as
measured on the VOUT probe pin. Figure 25.1.S3: Closed-loop small-signal stability analysis model.
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Abstract—Microring modulators (MRMs) with CMOS electron-
ics enable compact low power transmitter solutions for 400G Eth-
ernet and future on-package optical transceivers. In this paper,
we present a 112 Gb/s PAM4 transmitter using silicon photonic
MRM, on-chip laser and co-packaged 28 nm CMOS driver. We
describe the impact of static and dynamic MRM nonlinearity on
PAM4 signaling and present a dual path nonlinear pre-distortion
technique to compensate both effects. PAM4 measurement results
of our transmitter at 112 Gb/s show that TDECQ <0.7 dB is
achieved from 30 °C to 60 °C while dissipating 6 pJ/bit. We also
present link level measurements at 112 Gb/s PAM4 obtained by
coupling this transmitter with our previously published CMOS
TIA-based receiver, to demonstrate the feasibility of low cost op-
tical transceivers through CMOS integration of optical interface
circuits.

Index Terms— 400G Ethernet, nonlinear FFE, optical TX,
PAM4, ring modulator, silicon photonics, transmitter.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid growth of internet traffic and data-centric com-
puting is driving the need for high bandwidth, low cost in-

terconnect solutions for the data center. 100+Gb/s links capable
of spanning distances from meters to kilometers are required to
meet this demand, spurring the development of several 400G
Ethernet standards [1]. Frequency-dependent losses in cop-
per interconnects limit their usefulness beyond !100 Gbps-m
bandwidth-distance product [2], requiring alternative low cost
energy-efficient approaches. While optical links are capable of
satisfying the bandwidth and reach requirements, significant
cost and power improvements over current deployments are
necessary for their widespread adoption within the data center.
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional pluggable optical transceiver module. (b) Proposed
co-packaged silicon photonics transceiver.

A promising approach to achieve this is by bringing optics
closer to the payload IC (CPU/switch ASIC/FPGA). Moving
optical transceivers that are typically situated at the edge of
a line card closer to (or inside) the payload IC package can
result in significant performance improvements—up to 4.5X
higher bandwidth density with 3.5X better energy efficiency
in the switch card example in [2]. This however requires sig-
nificant changes to the implementation of both the optics and
electronics inside today’s pluggable optical modules as shown
in Fig. 1. Most silicon photonics-based optical modules use
Mach-Zehnder modulators that span several millimeters and
hence not amenable for high-density on-package transceivers.
On the electronics side, current 100G optical modules comprise
several BiCMOS and CMOS ICs to implement SerDes/retiming
functions and interface with the photonic devices (as shown
in Fig. 1(a)). Since the power consumption and cost of on-
package integration increases dramatically with the number of
discrete components, it is desirable to maximize the integration
of transceiver electronics in a mainstream CMOS technology as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

In this paper, we present a transmitter that addresses
these challenges by using Microring modulators (MRMs) co-
packaged with a bulk CMOS driver. MRM has been shown to be
an ultra-compact optical modulator that can overcome the area
and phase efficiency trade-off of conventional Mach-Zehnder
modulators. Recently, MRMs capable of supporting 100+ Gb/s
data rates have also been demonstrated [3], [4]. However, device
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Fig. 12. Measured 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye diagrams. (a) Without non-
linear pre-distortion. (b) With static pre-distortion. (c) With static and dynamic
pre-distortion.

Fig. 13. Optical TX with co-packaged PIC and EIC.

EIC and trigger an optical sampling scope (N1092). In the EIC,
the received clock is buffered to drive PAM4 pattern generators
and serializers. The MRM driver supply was set to 2.2 V to
achieve 3 Vpp swing. The O/E bandwidth of the sampling scope
was set to 38.7 GHz for TDECQ measurement. The TDECQ
filter helps to compensate for the sub-optimal MRM-driver wire
bond interface, as explained earlier. The temperature of TX
PCB was controlled and stabilized by an external temperature
controller.

C. EIC and PIC Test Results

Fiber insertion loss with the exception of chip-to-fiber cou-
pling loss has been de-embedded in reported measurements. The
integrated laser was biased to deliver !13 dBm optical power at

Fig. 14. Pulse response of the driver-MRM interface at 56 GBaud. (a) Without
wire bond. (b) With 200 pH wire bond.

Fig. 15. Optical TX measurement setup.

Fig. 16. Effect of MRM detuning on TX performance with and without pre-
distortion.

30 °C [12]. The received optical power at N1092 when MRM is
off-resonance is !6.5 dBm due to on-chip waveguide insertion
loss and fiber coupling loss. In order to quantify the impact
of our proposed dual path nonlinear pre-distortion method, we
characterized the TX at various MRM detuning points and bias
voltages. MRM detuning was varied from 2 dB to 6 dB by adjust-
ing the heater power using an external source (MRM bias was
maintained at "2.2 V for all detuning settings). The observed
ratio level mismatch (RLM) with and without pre-distortion is
shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that on-chip PAM4 level pre-
distortion reduces the sensitivity to MRM detuning, enabling
>0.93 RLM across 4 dB detuning range. The PAM4 optical eyes
at 6 dB detuning shown in Fig. 16 illustrate the effectiveness of
pre-distortion to correct severe asymmetry in PAM4 eyes. The
measured sensitivity of TDECQ to MRM bias (while MRM
detuning is maintained at 4 dB) is shown in Fig. 17. Again,
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Fig. 9. Schematic of segmented voltage-mode MRM driver.

Fig. 10. Simulated driver output bandwidth with 30 ! source impedance.

driver to enable an all-digital implementation of the dual-path
nonlinear pre-distortion technique described in the previous
section. The MRM driver consists of 30 stacked inverter linear
NRZ driver segments. Controlling the binary input data stream
to each of these segments with a 4:1 digital MUX array in the
manner shown in Fig. 7 enables the realization of SPD and DPD
with no analog gain elements. The digital MUX array operates on
half-rate data to relax bandwidth and timing requirements of the
digital logic. This array can be configured to operate the driver
in linear and nonlinear modes. In linear mode, 20 segments are
configured to pass MSB data and the other 10 segments for LSB
data. In nonlinear mode, certain segments can be programmed
to realize SPD or DPD function as indicated in Fig. 7.

The MRM driver uses a differential AC-coupled topology as
shown in Fig. 9 to maximize driver swing and decouple it from
the MRM bias voltage (set by VBCATHODE and VBANODE in
Fig. 9) [5]. This allows the realization of modulation voltages
well in excess of the nominal voltage of scaled CMOS processes
which is typically around 1 V. The schematic of an individual
driver segment, consisting of a pseudo-differential stacked in-
verter output stage with CMOS level-shifters, is also shown in
Fig. 9. The stacked inverter and level shifters double achievable
output swing (to twice the nominal supply of the CMOS process
technology) while satisfying reliability and electrical overstress
requirements. The driver segments are sized to deliver an ef-
fective source resistance of about 30 !. Careful design of the
driver pad network is critical to ensuring adequate bandwidth
at the driver-MRM interface. Here we use a combination of
shunt termination RSH and series peaking LS as shown in Fig. 9
to achieve the electrical bandwidth required to support 56 GB
aud operation. Fig. 10 highlights the dramatic impact of the

Fig. 11. Simulated 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye in linear mode.

series peaking inductor on output bandwidth: addition of 100
pH inductor more than doubles the driver bandwidth, improving
it from 23 GHz to 55 GHz. The simulated PAM4 electrical eye
at 112 Gb/s (including a 35 GHz low pass filter to emulate
MRM optical bandwidth limitation) is shown in Fig. 11. Clean
mid-eye levels indicate that the designed series peaking achieves
the bandwidth extension shown in Fig. 9 with negligible group
delay variation penalty.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Standalone EIC Test Results

The proposed transmitter IC is fabricated in 28 nm CMOS
process. In order to directly measure the transmitter electrical
eye using 50 ! terminated scope, a DC-coupled replica driver
was implemented in the EIC with 50!output impedance. Fig. 12
shows the measured 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye diagrams
for different transmitter modes. These eye diagrams were cap-
tured using a 75 GHz electrical sampling scope with external
6 dB attenuator and DC-block. As shown in Fig. 12(a), a clean
112 Gb/s PAM4 eye can be obtained in linear mode. Enabling
SPD allows the synthesis of ‘bottom-compressed’ PAM4 eye
in Fig. 12(b) with unequal eye heights to compensate static
MRM nonlinearity similar to that shown in Fig. 4(a). Enabling
both SPD and DPD yields the PAM4 eye shown in Fig. 12(c)
which has the characteristics illustrated in the pre-distorted
driver output in Fig. 7.

B. EIC and PIC Test Setup

The optical transmitter with co-packaged PIC and EIC is
shown in Fig. 13. The MRM in the PIC is attached to its driver
in the EIC using wire bonds. The inductance of these wire bonds
results in some ringing in the MRM (electrical) input as shown
in the 56 GBaud pulse responses in Fig. 14. For the measurement
results described in this section, we utilized the 5-tap symbol-
spaced transmitter dispersion eye closure quaternary (TDECQ)
filter (as specified in the 400G-DR4 standard [1]) to compensate
for this undesirable peaking in the frequency response. All the
measured eye diagrams shown in subsequent sections include
the effect of this filter.

The experimental setup used to characterize optical transmit-
ter performance at 112 Gb/s is shown in Fig. 15. An external
signal generator was used to source a 28 GHz clock signal to the
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Fig. 2. Block-diagram of the proposed hybrid-integrated MRM-based trans-
mitter with a micrograph of the MRM device.

Fig. 3. Measured MRM transmission with reverse bias from !0.5 V to 5.5 V.

bandwidth and nonlinearities have limited the data rates demon-
strated by MRM-based transmitters with integrated drivers to
56 Gb/s for NRZ [6]–[8] and 40 Gb/s for PAM4 [9], [10]. In
[11], we reported a MRM-based transmitter that extends the
maximum achievable data rate to 112 Gb/s PAM4 using a high
bandwidth CMOS driver with nonlinearity compensation. In this
paper, we discuss the driver electronics in greater detail (with
particular emphasis on our proposed technique for compensation
of MRM nonlinearity) and also present additional measurement
results.

The proposed hybrid-integrated MRM-based transmitter con-
sists of two ICs as shown in Fig. 2: a silicon photonics IC
(PIC) with integrated O-band laser, depletion-mode MRM and
fiber coupler; a CMOS electronics IC (EIC) with integrated
MRM driver, PAM4 serializer and pattern-generator. The EIC
driver output interfaces with MRM via wire bonds. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a
112 Gb/s PAM4 MRM-based transmitter with on-chip laser and
co-packaged CMOS driver. Fig. 2 also shows a micrograph of
the depletion-mode MRM with integrated heater for wavelength
control. The MRM has a radius of 10 um and measured Q of
"3300. The modulator p-n junction is engineered to be L-shaped
for enhanced modulation phase efficiency [3]. From the mea-
sured MRM transmission characteristics under different bias
voltages in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the modulation efficiency
is "30 pm/V. Standalone MRM measurements show 50 GHz

Fig. 4. (a) MRM EO transfer function with different “ON” insertion loss.
(b) Simulated MRM EO bandwidth with reverse bias from 0.5 V to 3.5 V.

electro-optic bandwidth can be achieved to support symbol rates
in excess of 50 GBaud.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II details
the architecture of the MRM TX electronics and explains our
proposed dual path nonlinear pre-distortion technique for com-
pensating MRM nonlinearities, Section III describes transmitter
and link level measurement results, and Section IV presents
conclusions based on this work.

II. TRANSMITTER ARCHITECTURE

The CMOS TX EIC consists of a PAM4 pattern generator,
serializer and MRM driver, as shown in Fig. 2. In this section,
we first review the effect of MRM nonlinearities in Section IIA.
We then describe our proposed technique to electronically com-
pensate these nonlinearities in Section IIB. Finally, we present
TX EIC circuit details in Section IIC.

A. MRM Nonlinearities

MRM-based intensity modulators exhibit nonlinearities that
can limit their usefulness for multi-level modulation schemes
like PAM4. This nonlinearity can be classified into two types:
(a) nonlinear output optical power as a function of modulation
voltage (static nonlinearity), and (b) bias-dependent small signal
bandwidth (dynamic nonlinearity) [5], [6]. Static nonlinearity is
a manifestation of nonlinear EO transfer function as shown in
Fig. 4(a). An illustration of dynamic nonlinearity in a typical
MRM modulator is shown in the simulated EO S21 data in
Fig. 4(b). It can be observed that the MRM bandwidth and
peaking change significantly as a function of reverse bias ("2X
variation in !3 dB bandwidth for the example in Fig. 4(b)). The
effect of these nonlinearities on the modulated optical PAM4
eye is shown in Fig. 5. This 112 Gb/s PAM4 eye diagram was
generated by modulating a behavioral MRM model (calibrated
using measured data) using an ideal PAM4 electrical signal with
3 Vpp swing. Static nonlinearity causes PAM4 level distortion
leading to unequally spaced PAM4 optical levels. Dynamic
nonlinearity results in level-specific inter-symbol interference
(ISI) characteristics: for example, in Fig. 5, the lower optical
power levels exhibits lower bandwidth while higher power lev-
els exhibits higher bandwidth. Together, these phenomena – if
uncompensated - can significantly reduce PAM4 link margins.
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Fig. 12. Measured 112 Gb/s PAM4 electrical eye diagrams. (a) Without non-
linear pre-distortion. (b) With static pre-distortion. (c) With static and dynamic
pre-distortion.

Fig. 13. Optical TX with co-packaged PIC and EIC.

EIC and trigger an optical sampling scope (N1092). In the EIC,
the received clock is buffered to drive PAM4 pattern generators
and serializers. The MRM driver supply was set to 2.2 V to
achieve 3 Vpp swing. The O/E bandwidth of the sampling scope
was set to 38.7 GHz for TDECQ measurement. The TDECQ
filter helps to compensate for the sub-optimal MRM-driver wire
bond interface, as explained earlier. The temperature of TX
PCB was controlled and stabilized by an external temperature
controller.

C. EIC and PIC Test Results

Fiber insertion loss with the exception of chip-to-fiber cou-
pling loss has been de-embedded in reported measurements. The
integrated laser was biased to deliver !13 dBm optical power at

Fig. 14. Pulse response of the driver-MRM interface at 56 GBaud. (a) Without
wire bond. (b) With 200 pH wire bond.

Fig. 15. Optical TX measurement setup.

Fig. 16. Effect of MRM detuning on TX performance with and without pre-
distortion.

30 °C [12]. The received optical power at N1092 when MRM is
off-resonance is !6.5 dBm due to on-chip waveguide insertion
loss and fiber coupling loss. In order to quantify the impact
of our proposed dual path nonlinear pre-distortion method, we
characterized the TX at various MRM detuning points and bias
voltages. MRM detuning was varied from 2 dB to 6 dB by adjust-
ing the heater power using an external source (MRM bias was
maintained at "2.2 V for all detuning settings). The observed
ratio level mismatch (RLM) with and without pre-distortion is
shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that on-chip PAM4 level pre-
distortion reduces the sensitivity to MRM detuning, enabling
>0.93 RLM across 4 dB detuning range. The PAM4 optical eyes
at 6 dB detuning shown in Fig. 16 illustrate the effectiveness of
pre-distortion to correct severe asymmetry in PAM4 eyes. The
measured sensitivity of TDECQ to MRM bias (while MRM
detuning is maintained at 4 dB) is shown in Fig. 17. Again,
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Abstract—A new vernier delay line time-to-digital converter 
(TDC) capable of achieving an ultra-fine resolution at an ultra-
low supply voltage is designed in 180 nm / 1.8 V CMOS process. 
The proposed TDC named as capacitively boosted vernier delay 
line TDC (CB-VDL TDC) consists of a vernier delay line built 
using capacitive boosting delay buffers capable of amplifying 
the input time signals higher than the supply and below the 
ground for driving the subsequent buffers with improved 
strength even at an ultra-low operating supply voltage. The 
proposed 6-bit CB-VDL TDC achieves an ultra-fine resolution 
of 1.74 ps while operating at an ultra-low supply of 0.6 V and 
consumes a power of 217.43 µW at a sampling frequency of 50 
MHz, thus making it highly suitable for applications such as low 
power all-digital phase locked loops, time-of-flight 
measurement systems and time-mode analog-to-digital 
converters. The TDC core occupies an area of 1.225 mm2 

including the on-chip calibration unit in 180 nm CMOS. 

Keywords— Time-to-digital converter; TDC; vernier delay 
line; capacitively boosted; bootstrapped; low supply 

I. INTRODUCTION  
A time-to-digital converter (TDC) is indispensable in 

today’s mixed-signal integrated systems. Mixed-signal blocks 
such as all-digital phase locked loops (ADPLL), time-mode 
analog-to-digital converters (ADC), jitter sensors and time-of-
flight (ToF) measurement systems all utilize a TDC to convert 
the time interval between two timing events into a digital code 
[1] [2]. In order to achieve good overall system performance 
of such mixed-signal blocks, the TDC employed there should 
possess characteristics such as high resolution, better input 
dynamic range, low power consumption and good linearity.   

The simplest form of TDC is the delay line TDC which 
consists of a delay line built using a series of delay elements 
such as a traditional inverter or buffer having a minimum 
achievable propagation delay of τ which will be the resolution 
of TDC [3]. Thus, the resolution of delay line TDC is limited 
by the given technology and is also supply voltage dependent. 

In order to achieve a higher resolution, vernier delay line 
(VDL) TDC was introduced which consists of two parallel 
delay lines having different delays as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The 
slow delay line is built using delay cells having a unit delay of 
τ1 and the fast delay line is built using delay cells having a 
unit delay of τ2, where τ1 > τ2 . The START signal is fed into 
the slow delay line and the STOP signal is fed into the fast 
delay line where the STOP signal eventually catches up with 
the START signal indicating the completion of time-to-digital 
conversion. Sense-amplifier flip-flops (SAFF) [5] are utilized 

as time arbiters to sample the START signal during the arrival 
of STOP signal and to generate a thermometer coded output. 
There are also other TDC architectures which achieves sub-
gate delay resolution such as interpolation TDC [6], time 
amplification TDC [7] and stochastic interpolation TDC [8]. 
Even though, all these TDC architectures can achieve sub-gate 
delay resolution, all of them are designed to operate at a supply 
voltage of 1 V and above.  

 Reducing the supply voltage will severely affect the TDC 
performance such as resolution and linearity. The capability 
of the TDC to drive the sampling circuit bank is also affected 
at ultra-low supply voltages, leading to unreliable sampling 
and larger non-linearity.  

Moreover, the current internet of things (IoT) era demands 
ultra-low power consuming TDC and mixed-signal 
architectures for applications such as smart motes, biomedical 
implants and wireless sensor nodes [9]. One key approach to 
reduce the power consumption is to aggressively scale down 
the supply voltage at the expense of speed degradation. To 
overcome the drawbacks of aggressive voltage scaling, near-
threshold computing was introduced where the supply voltage 
was kept approximately equal to the threshold voltage for 
achieving a balanced performance [10]. Nevertheless, mixed-
signal circuits operating at near-threshold voltage still exhibit 
poor switching speed. 

This paper presents a new capacitively boosted vernier 
delay line TDC, where the use of proposed capacitively 
boosted differential buffers allows in scaling down the supply 
to 0.6 V while still achieving good drive strength, reliable 
sampling and high resolution even when using 1.8 V 
transistors of 180 nm CMOS process. 
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Fig. 1. Conventional vernier delay line TDC. 
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Fig. 8. INL of proposed CB-VDL TDC. 

  From Table I it is evident that the proposed TDC 
achieves good resolution and low power consumption when 
compared with recently published TDC designs. With the use 
of proposed capacitively boosted differential buffer, the 
proposed TDC can operate down to an ultra-low supply 
voltage of 0.6 V even while using 1.8 V standard transistors. 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TDC DESIGNS 

TDC Proposeda [16] [17] [18] [15] 

Architecture Cap Boost 
VDL Stoch Time 

Amp Cyclic Pipeline 

Process 180 nm 14 nm 65 nm 0.35 µm 65 nm 
Supply (V) 0.6 0.6 1.2 3.3 1.2 
Power (mW) 0.217 0.78 2 80 15.4 
Range (bits) 6 10 8 13 9 
Resolution 
(ps) 1.74 1.17 2.6 0.61 1.12 

INL (LSB) 1.45 2.3 2.36 7.38 1.7 
Fs (MHz) 50 100 80 0.8 250 
FOM 
(pJ/con.step) 0.166 0.025 0.328 102.3 0.325 

Area (mm2) 1.225b 0.036 0.07 0.61c 0.14 
a. Simulated results 

b. On-chip calibration 

c. Off-chip calibration 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A novel capacitively boosted vernier delay line TDC has 

been designed and simulated in 180 nm / 1.8 V CMOS 
technology. The proposed 6-bit CB-VDL TDC utilizes a 
proposed capacitively boosted differential buffer delay line 
and can operate even at an ultra-low supply of 0.6 V while 
using standard 1.8 V transistors of 180 nm CMOS. The TDC 
consumes a power of 217.43 µW at a sampling rate of 50 MS/s 
and achieves an ultra-fine resolution of 1.74 ps with a FoM of 
166 fJ / conv.step. The TDC occupies a core area of 1.225 
mm2 including the on-chip calibration unit and has been taped-
out for fabrication. The proposed TDC is ideally suited for IoT 
applications, smart motes, ultra-low voltage and ultra-low 
power mixed-signal VLSI design. 
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For years, there has been a strong drive for sub-micron pixel development, in spite of 
reaching the visible light diffraction limit, because a smaller pixel pitch of CMOS image 
sensors (CISs) is inevitably required for ever-miniaturizing camera modules as mobile 
devices incorporate more cameras, few of which are dedicated to ultra-high-resolution 
zoomed images [1]. To that end, image sensor vendors have tried to find new ways to 
avoid reduction in sensitivity and more crosstalk in the sensor through pixel architecture 
change and/or fabrication process refinement [2-4]. For example, a 0.7!m pixel sensor 
was demonstrated with acceptable photodiode (PD) full-well capacity (FWC) of >6,000e- 
as well as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ~32dB without optical/electrical crosstalk by 
employing state-of-the-art full-depth deep-trench isolations (FDTIs). [4] However, further 
scaling requires elaborate fabrication innovation and layout ideas. At the same time, 
meeting every aspect of pixel performance compared to the previous generation 
becomes even more difficult, e.g., with respect to dark or illuminated characteristics, 
fixed-pattern or temporal noises, etc. The latter, in particular, is associated with in-pixel 
source-follower (SF) amplifiers. Therefore, electrical performance of scaled in-pixel 
transistors cannot be overlooked. In this paper, a 32-megpixel (MP) CIS with 0.64!m 
unit pixels is demonstrated with FDTI design. Innovations in terms of fabrication and 
design to achieve this performance with scaling are discussed. 
 
Cross-sectional schematics of the FDTI pixel structure are shown in Fig. 7.9.1 (a). To 
achieve the equivalent FWC, it is required to meet an effective PD area through the PD 
doping concentration and real PD area at the given scaling rate [3,4]. Even though the 
most advanced high-aspect-ratio contact (HARC) etching to our availability was used 
for this work, it was known that logic or memory processes based on similar design 
rule shrinks suffer from pattern leaning after the subsequent cleaning process. Therefore, 
to utilize the same cleaning facility as the previous generation, the aspect ratio of the 
DTI must remain the same as the previous generation. To overcome this restriction, the 
effective PD volume was enlarged by two ways: 1) increasing ion-implantation dose of 
n-type PD (NPD) doping by 30% and 2) lowering the shallow trench isolation (STI) depth 
by 20% as depicted in Fig. 7.9.1 (b). A key design consideration was not to create an 
abrupt p-n junction near the defective DTI interface. The reason is that high electric field 
aggravates both leakage current and white pixel defects, which are later discussed. NPD 
ion-implantation was carefully designed considering the following thermal steps so that 
p-n junction broadening can occur through isotropic surface-charge distribution at the 
deep PD junction. As a result, 6,000 e- of FWC in spite of 25% of PD volume reduction 
is achieved, which is comparable to that of the previous generation. 
 
Another challenge with smaller pixels is node isolation. Figure 7.9.2 (a) illustrates a 4-
transistor active pixel sensor (4-T APS) fabricated in this work. Any two nodes can be 
separated either by: 1) p-n junction barrier, or 2) STI, as seen in Fig. 7.9.2 (b). Node 
isolation between reset gates (RGs) and floating diffusions (FDs), in particular, is crucial 
in terms of pixel-to-pixel FWC non-uniformity."TCAD simulation was used to estimate"the 
potential barrier height between the nodes. By using the same p-Si surface doping, the 
barrier for electrons at FDs is lowered from 0.37eV to 0.19eV. In other words, signal 
electrons can be lost by flowing to VDD more easily as the pixel shrinks. The simulation 
also indicates that a 3-fold"increase"of p-Si doping is needed to ensure"an equivalent 
barrier height to the previous generation,"as shown in Fig. 7.9.2 (c)." 
 
However, such high blank ion-implantation may create electrical performance variation, 
not to mention additional fabrication cost. Therefore, STI was used instead for the RG-
FD isolation in this work. However, this layout change increases STI interface area by 
13%, which in turn might increase STI-induced leakage current. However, it was 
mitigated by STI depth reduction by 20%, and we were able to achieve an excellent 
leakage level without FWC non-uniformity. 
 
 

The defective PD Si surface at the DTI interface caused by the DTI etching processes 
should be electrically passivated to suppress leakage generation. The suppression 
mechanism is electron-hole recombination by accumulated holes at the defective 
interface. It can be either in a passive way, i.e., using plasma doping (PLAD) around 
DTIs, which also serves as a p-type PD ground [5], or in an active way that can be done 
by applying a negative bias to DTIs (NDTI). Sufficient p-type doping concentration in 
the DTI polysilicon is critical to eliminate a spatial dark current gradient across the 
sensor, which can be induced by high sheet resistance of DTIs causing a voltage drop 
or RC delay. Initially, polysilicon gap-fill with an in situ deposition-etching-deposition 
process, followed by p-type doping with BF3, was used. [2,4] In this work, fixed-pattern 
white pixel counts drastically increased over the previous generation. Usually, Fluorine 
(F) ion-implantation is used to cure the defective Si interface [6]. In our case, however, 
BF3 concentration should be high enough to lower the DTI resistance and it may 
deteriorate the sidewall oxide quality as F-assisted boron concentration increases. 
Though in-depth analysis of such a phenomenon is under way, F-free boron-doping into 
DTI polysilicon was used. Figure 7.9.3 shows the fixed-pattern histograms in dark 
condition. Overall pixel counts with higher digital-number (DN) output are dramatically 
reduced. The reduction helped to improve not only the white pixel defects (in-pixel 
distribution), but also dark leakage current (average). Consequently, we were able to 
achieve acceptable white pixel defects below 20ppm and leakage current of 1.1e-/s, 
which is lower than the previous generation. 
 
As pixel pitch shrinks, in-pixel transistors should be scaled as well. In particular, the 
size of SF is a key contributor to pixel linearity, and temporal pixel noises such as random 
telegraph signal (RTS). In this work, SF area was reduced by 38% from the previous 
generation due to the layout design rule constraints. As a result, there was an almost 
6# increase of RTS noise from 3 to 18ppm. It is known that RTS current fluctuation is 
inversely proportional to SF area and gate oxide capacitance, i.e., 1/(W!L!Cox) [7]. Two 
experiments were carried out: 1) reduction of SF gate oxide (GOX) thickness, and 2) 
20% reduction of spacer width. Figure 7.9.4 shows improvement of RTS counts with 
thinner GOX and narrower spacer, which corresponds to 17% reduction of effective SF 
area. Each step accounts for ~50% of RTS improvement. A caveat with using thinner 
GOX was reliability failures such as time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) 
accompanied with hot carrier injection (HCI). However, the pixel silicon with the reduced 
GOX was certified by our reliability team passing all the CIS reliability criteria, and it also 
meets the typical pixel RTS specification, i.e., below 10ppm. Figure 7.9.5 summarizes 
the measured pixel performances. Figures 7.9.6 and 7.9.7 show sample images taken 
with the 0.64!m pixels in comparison with the previous 0.7!m pixels, and a chip 
micrograph, respectively. 
 
In summary, we demonstrate a 1/2.74-inch 32Mpixel prototype high-resolution CMOS 
image sensor with 0.64!m pixels fabricated by an advanced full-depth DTI process. 
Further scaling of submicron pixels by ~10% in pixel pitch and ~25% in PD volume 
poses many challenges in terms of fabrication, layout, and performance. To achieve 
comparable performance in terms of FWC, dark leakage current, white pixel defects, 
RTS, etc., we introduce higher NPD doping, shallower STI depth, new DTI p-doping 
species, STI-separated nodes, and SF transistor re-design. As a result, equivalent or 
even better pixel performance is obtained without any harsh process burdens or 
reliability failures. This work sheds many insights on pixel design and fabrication 
processes as submicron pixel scale continues. 
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Figure 7.9.7: Chip micrograph.
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Figure 7.9.1: (a) Schematic diagrams of the full-depth DTI structures. (b) Potential 
curves of photodiode (PD) and TCAD-simulated doping profile of n-type PD doping.

Figure 7.9.2: (a) Schematic of 4-T APS. (b) Cross-sectional view of node-isolation, 
p-n junction and STI isolation.

Figure 7.9.3: Fixed-pattern histogram in dark condition.

Figure 7.9.5: Sensor performance comparison table. Figure 7.9.6: Sample images.

Figure 7.9.4: Random telegraph signal (RTS) noise in ppm.
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          3D-Stacked on an Active Interposer Offering 0.6ns/mm 
          Latency, 3Tb/s/mm2 Inter-Chiplet Interconnects and 
          156mW/mm2 @ 82%-Peak-Efficiency DC-DC Converters
Pascal Vivet1, Eric Guthmuller1, Yvain Thonnart1, Gael Pillonnet1, 
Guillaume Moritz1, Ivan Miro-Panadès1, Cesar Fuguet1, Jean Durupt1, 
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Lucile Arnaud1, Jean Charbonnier1, Perceval Coudrain1, Arnaud Garnier1, 
Frederic Berger1, Alain Gueugnot1, Alain Greiner2, Quentin Meunier2, 
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1CEA-LETI-MINATEC, Grenoble, France, 2Sorbonne University, Paris, France, 
3STMicroelectronics, Crolles, France, 4Mentor, St. Ismier, France

In the context of high-performance computing and big-data applications, the quest
for performance requires modular, scalable, energy-efficient, low-cost manycore
systems. Partitioning the system into multiple chiplets 3D-stacked onto large-
scale interposers – organic substrate [1], 2.5D passive interposer [2] or silicon
bridge [3] – leads to large modular architectures and cost reductions in advanced
technologies by the Known Good Die (KGD) strategy and yield management.
However, these approaches lack flexible efficient long-distance communications,
smooth integration of heterogeneous chiplets, and easy integration of less-
scalable analog functions, such as power management [4] and system IOs. To
tackle these issues, this paper presents an active interposer integrating: i) a
Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCVR) for on-chip power management;
ii) flexible system interconnect topologies between all chiplets for scalable cache
coherency support; iii) energy-efficient 3D-plugs for dense inter-layer
communication; iv) a memory-IO controller and PHY for socket communication.
The chip (Fig. 2.3.7) integrates 96 cores in 6 chiplets in 28nm FDSOI CMOS, 3D-
stacked in a face-to-face configuration using 20µm-pitch micro-bumps
(µ-bumps) onto a 200 mm2 active interposer with 40µm-pitch Through Silicon
Via (TSV) middle in a 65nm technology node. Even though complex functions are
integrated, active-interposer yield is high thanks to the mature 65nm node and a
reduced complexity (0.08transistors/µm2), with 30% of interposer area devoted
to a SCVR variability-tolerant capacitors scheme.

As shown in Fig. 2.3.1, each chiplet is composed of 4 clusters of 4 scalar
MIPS32v1 cores [5]. Memory is physically distributed throughout chiplet L2-
caches, and provides a fully cache-coherent hierarchy composed of: i) 16kB L1
I-cache and D-cache per core; ii) a shared distributed L2-cache with 256kB per
cluster; iii) an adaptive L3-cache with 4 tiles of 1MB per chiplet, for a total of
34MB of cache. Flexible system communications are fully distributed in the 6
chiplets and in the active interposer using Network-on-Chip (NoC) routers and
different kind of 3D-plugs: i) between L1 and L2 caches: a 5-channel 2D-mesh
interconnect implements the cache-coherency protocol, using short-reach high-
bandwidth inter-chiplet passive links on-interposer; ii) between L2 and L3 tiles: a
2-channel 2D-mesh interconnect uses long-reach low-latency Quasi-Delay-
Insensitive (QDI) asynchronous active links in the interposer; and, iii) between
L3-caches and off-chip DRAM memory: a 2-channel 2D-mesh interconnect uses
long-reach synchronous active links in the interposer and integrates a memory-
IO controller and a 4!32b LVDS PHY at 600Mb/s offering a total 19.2GB/s off-chip
bandwidth. The 3D flexible communications are allowed by generic chiplet-
interposer interfaces, so-called 3D-plugs, which integrate the micro-bump array,
the micro-buffer cells (bidirectional driver with ESD protection, level shifter and
pull-up), and boundary-scan logic. Chiplet-level Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) is enabled by SCVRs on the active interposer below each chiplet,
surrounded by the pipelined NoC links. Finally, the active interposer embeds
regular infrastructure, such as clocking, configuration, sensors (thermal & stress),
and a design-for-test scheme. The circuit is fully testable (Fig. 2.3.8), for KGD
sorting of both chiplets and the active interposer, and for final test, using
compressed full scan, IJTAG for 2D IO and 3D IO boundary scan, BIST engines,
and dedicated test pads.

The active interposer allows the integration of 6 SCVRs for individual and fast
DVFS transitions per chiplet and reduced IR-drop effects. Below each chiplet, each
SCVR (Fig. 2.3.2) is composed of 270 0.2!0.2µm2 regular unit cells in a
checkerboard pattern using thick-oxide transistors and a MOS-MOM-MIM
capacitor stack to maximize the capacitance density (8.9nF/mm2). The 11.3mm2

SCVR footprint, corresponding to 50% of the above chiplet’s area, achieves a
measured 156mW/mm2 power density at 82% peak efficiency. The SCVR input
voltage VIN (up to 2.5V) is delivered from the interposer back-face through a
40µm-pitch TSV array, and then stepped-down by a 10-phase interleaved 3-stage
gearbox scheme to generate 7 lossless voltage ratios from 4:1 to 4:3. This allows
high conversion efficiency over a wide VOUT range of 0.35V-1.3V for flexible DVFS,

which is finally delivered to the chiplet through a micro-bump face-to-face power
grid (Fig. 2.3.7). The SCVR input voltage (up to 2.5V) reduces total input current
and the required number of power IOs in the package. Each SCVR is supervised
by a central clock-frequency and feedback controller to allow fast DVFS and IR-
drop mitigation (<10ns step response).

Figure 2.3.3 illustrates the microarchitecture of the source-synchronous 3D-plugs
used for 2.5D passive and 3D face-to-face links. Implemented as a standard
synthesizable digital design, 3D-plugs provide multiple Virtual Channels (VC) and
use credit and clock forwarding schemes. They operate at a higher frequency than
the NoC to reduce contention due to VC multiplexing. Delay lines and polarity
selectors are used to skew the TX clock for RX data sampling (CLK_TX_"1) and
TX credit sampling (CLK_TX_"2). 2.5D passive links are routed using M2-M4 or
M3-M5 BEoL metals with 0.3µm width, 1.1µm pitch and balanced track lengths,
while the forwarded clocks are routed separately with ground shielding. The
achieved 3Tb/s/mm2 bandwidth density is 1.9! higher than [2] for 3D links, and
2.5D passive links reach a 12% higher bandwidth cross-section. The aggregate
synchronous 3D/2.5D links bandwidth is 527 GB/s.

The different inter-chiplet interconnects are detailed in Fig. 2.3.4. Their system-
level performance is measured using on-chip traffic generators and probes, while
latency and energy breakdowns have been refined by simulation. The three
interconnect types show different strengths and tradeoffs, which can be best used
for different traffic types. Abutted synchronous 3D-plugs for neighboring L1-L2
cache coherence traffic operate up to 1.25GHz with the lowest latency of 7.2ns
between source and destination clock domains. Large applications with distant
L1-L2 traffic require routing over several chiplets, with the lowest propagation
energy of 0.15pJ/b/mm due to a full path in the 28nm node, but a latency
increased by multiple clock-domain crossings. QDI asynchronous logic for L2-
L3 traffic has the lowest latency of 0.6ns/mm including routers and pipelined
links, which is 3.3! better than its synchronous counterpart, with an efficient
0.97GHz 4-phase protocol in the interposer and 2-phase conversion to hide the
handshake latency in the 3D-plugs. L3-to-off-chip-memory traffic uses a single
clock domain in the interposer with best synchronous propagation speed of
2ns/mm.

Figure 2.3.5 explores overall chip power and performance measurements. Power
consumption and energy efficiency, while running the Coremark benchmark, is
compared to a theoretical system using a digital LDO instead of the proposed fully
integrated SCVR. Using a LDO at same VIN = 2.5V would result in a 2! increase
in power consumption, a lower VIN would be needed to limit losses at the expense
of more power pins and voltage-drop issues. The power breakdown shows the
low power budget of the active interposer (only 3% is devoted to interposer logic).
The cores represent over half the power consumption of the chiplets, consuming
the majority of the measured chip power (17W). Lastly, scalability of the cache-
coherent architecture is analyzed by running an image filtering application from
1 to 512 cores. Results for more than 96 cores were obtained by RTL simulation
with additional chiplets. Compared to single core execution, a 67! execution-time
speedup is obtained with 96 cores and 340! with 512 cores.

Compared to prior art (Fig. 2.3.6), the circuit is the first chiplet-based manycore
architecture for high-performance computing using an active interposer,
integrating: i) a fully integrated voltage regulator, using free area available in the
active interposer, offering DVFS-per-chiplet and achieving 156mW/mm2 at 82%
peak power efficiency (10% higher than [4]); ii) flexible and distributed NoC
meshes for scalable cache-coherency traffic, with 0.6ns/mm inter-chiplet latency
using asynchronous signaling, and a 0.59pJ/b synchronous 3D-plug energy
efficiency with 3Tb/s/mm2 bandwidth density.

An active interposer enables efficient integration of large-scale chiplet-based
computing systems. Such schemes can be applied for integration of similar
chiplets as presented above, but also for smooth integration of heterogeneous
chiplets.
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Figure 2.3.1: 96-core architecture composed of 6 chiplets 3D-stacked onto an
active CMOS interposer.

Figure 2.3.2: Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCVR) providing DVFS
per-chiplet.

Figure 2.3.3: 3D-plug communication: source-synchronous interface
microarchitecture and performance.

Figure 2.3.5: System performance, including SCVR<->LDO comparison, power
breakdown, and many-core scalability. Figure 2.3.6: Performance summary and comparison to prior art.

Figure 2.3.4: Interposer distributed synchronous and asynchronous NoCs; 3D-
plug asynchronous interface.
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Figure 2.3.1: 96-core architecture composed of 6 chiplets 3D-stacked onto an
active CMOS interposer.

Figure 2.3.2: Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCVR) providing DVFS
per-chiplet.

Figure 2.3.3: 3D-plug communication: source-synchronous interface
microarchitecture and performance.

Figure 2.3.5: System performance, including SCVR<->LDO comparison, power
breakdown, and many-core scalability. Figure 2.3.6: Performance summary and comparison to prior art.

Figure 2.3.4: Interposer distributed synchronous and asynchronous NoCs; 3D-
plug asynchronous interface.
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Moore after Moore 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5UQ5OGOsnM

P. Wong, TSMC Vice President for R&D: “Moore law is not dead, it is 
not even sick!”

• Moore laws may continue due to 3D integration and new devices 
• New technologies may surprise us and open unexpected possibilities



New materials being 
investigated

Nanomaterials 2020, 10, 1555 50 of 86
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15.1. Synthesis Methods for 2D Materials

In recent years, people have developed a series of methods to prepare high-quality thin layers
or single-layer structures of 2D materials. The preparation methods are mainly divided into two
categories: “top-down” exfoliation methods and “bottom-up” synthesis methods [386]. Due to the
particularity of its structural dimensions, 2D materials have many excellent properties, which provides
more possibilities for the design and application of new functional materials [387]. A series of 2D
materials have been successfully prepared by micromechanical exfoliation, liquid exfoliation, chemical
vapor deposition, and hydrothermal methods.

15.1.1. Micromechanical Exfoliation

Graphite, molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), and other materials
exist in the form of stacked 3D layers. These materials are combined by the weak van der Waals force,
and 2D layered materials can be obtained through micromechanical exfoliation. To understand the
basic properties of the materials, the single layer should be separated from the bulk materials. However,
it was believed that the structure of the 2D materials would undergo structural deformation without the
support of the substrate due to thermal fluctuations, and even lead to structural damage [388], which
did not attract enough attention. Micromechanical exfoliation is a traditional and mature method to
prepare 2D material. It could break the weak van der Waals force between the bulk crystal sheets
without breaking the covalent bonds in the plane of each layer to prepare 2D materials. At present,
this method has been used to obtain single-layer 2D materials of WS2, h-BH, Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox [389].
However, on the other hand, it results in low productivity, and is not suitable for large-scale production.

15.1.2. Liquid Exfoliation

The basic principle of the liquid exfoliation method is to dissolve the layered material in a solution
with its matching surface energy and exfoliate 2D materials by means of ultrasonic cleavage and shear
force. Compared with traditional mechanical exfoliation, liquid exfoliation is a reliable method for
mass production of single- or few-layer 2D materials. Liquid exfoliation can be divided into three main
di↵erent categories: (i) Mechanical forces, (ii) ion intercalation or ion exchange (iii) oxidation.

Mechanical forces refer to the methods of applying mechanical forces such as ultrasonic waves
and shear forces to the bulk materials in the liquid to destroy the van der Waals force between the
layers to obtain single-layer 2D nanosheets. Generally, the specific solvent such as NMP, DMF, DMSO,
IPA, etc., are all commonly used solvents for ultrasonic exfoliation. The use of these solvents with good
tension matching to the surface of the crystal layer can minimize the energy consumption of exfoliation
and prevent the re-stacking and reunion of nanosheets [390]. In addition to graphene, various materials
such as TMDs, h-BN, and TMOs can also be prepared by this method [391]. This method is simple but



Moore before Moore
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IC economics

0.4-0.8 M$

1.5 M$

>10 M$

Verification!



Technology may also saturate (at 
least for a long while…)

• because of physics…

• … cost

• Expected at least 90 years in 
service
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Figure 24.3.1: Comparison of Planar, FinFET, and MBCFET. Multiple numbers of 
Nano-sheets are vertically stacked in MBCFET.

Figure 24.3.2: Overlap capacitance and fMAX analysis over Weff. Gentle slope of 
MBCFET makes a higher fMAX than FinFET.

Figure 24.3.3: MBCFET SRAM bitcell disturb margin improvement with the flexible 
sizing of WPD=WPG (1:!:!) and WPD>WPG (1:!:").

Figure 24.3.5: The effect of ADBL and ACP with RBL and RVDDC analysis.
Figure 24.3.6: Test-chip with ADBL and ACP. Silicon shows that ADBL improves 
VMIN by 155mV, ACP by 180mV. Both ADBL and ACP improves VMIN by 230mV. 

Figure 24.3.4: The proposed SRAM write assist with Adaptive Dual-BL (ADBL) and 
Adaptive Cell-Power (ACP). 24
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Technologies can coexist for an 
indefinite time

https://europractice-ic.com/schedules-prices/schedules-2021-2/

• Two order of magnitudes in transistore gate length (and in price):  
from 0.7 um (at 300 eur/mm2) to 12 nm (26.000 eur/mm2)



One extreme…

• 5 nm technology 
• Exa-core 
• 64 bits 
• Neural engine 
• 11.8 billions transistors 
• 88 mm2 
• 130 millions transistors/mm2

• In a typical mobile SoC: 60% logic, 30% RAM, 10% analog 
• In comparison, we have onboard our chips just a bit of logic…



…and the other

https://efabless.com

https://www.skywatertechnology.com



Technology wrap-up
• There are much more opportunities than what we can possibly explore 

• Average technology node life-time proved to be much longer than imagined in the past 

• Choosing a technology, to some extent, is always a bet 

• No particular concerns on performance achievable for key IP blocks in very advanced nodes 

• What you really buy is density, speed and power for digital components and you should use it 

• R&D on most advanced nodes should be definitely supported 

• The key issue is to have enough engineers to work out the best of it to our needs 

• E.g. 9 mm2 in 12 nm = 234 k euros= 20.000.0000 transistors. What do you do with that!? 

•

• 110 nm technology 

• 5 mm x 5 mm 

• 64 channels 

• 10 bits ADC, 50 ps TDC per channel 

• 30 keuros for protoyping, 170 keuros for  production

We need to move, but we should not be in a hurry 
Take the time to think…



Trends in ASICs for HEP
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AGH UST - R&D and detectors’ building and testing

On site: fully equipped Lab (including CleanRoom) and all necessary software tools
(Cadence, Mentor Graphics, Synopsis, as well as Xilinx for FPGA programming)
for development and testing of detectors and microelectronic devices.
(LHCb upgrade) Leading role in developing and building of SALT readout ASIC for the
readout of ≥500 000 channels for silicon strip detectors in Upstream Tracker.

SALT is a 128-channel ASIC built in CMOS
130 nm technology, with front-end and
40 MSps 6-bit ADC in each channel,
followed by DSP and fast data transmission.

The chip is ready, and detector is under
construction.

!

(ATLAS upgrade) Significant contribution to development of ABC130/ABCStar ASICs
for readouts of silicon strip detectors.
Also, in cooperation with IFJ PAN, powering system for the silicon strips in the ITk
including development of radiation tolerant DC–DC converters.���������������������������������������������������������������������

M. PrzybycieÒ (AGH UST) Polish HEP Commnuity in EIC “Miami” Online, 15.07.2020 5 / 26

SALT: 128 ch. ASIC for strip readout in LHCb  - M. Idzik, TWEPP 2019

Present/near term

FLAME for LumiCal



Trends in ASICs for HEP

• Include also TDC for timing  

• Higher resolution, flexible ADCs 

• Fully fledged on board DSP 

• High granularity on board power management 

• Looks very promising for advanced nodes 

How much intelligence do we need on chip?

Likely evolution in multi-purpose ASICs

• In very advanced node it is natural to have more processing power 

• Exact partitioning between on-board and off-detector signal processing to be determine 
with detailed detector studies 

• Fully fledged on board DSP 

• High granularity on board power management



Trends in ASICs for HEP: hybrid pixels

• Common baseline development 

• Final chips customised in some details 

• 50 x 50 um pixels 

• > 1 GHz/cm2 

• 65 nm CMOS

Present/near term

xavier.llopart@cern.ch CLIC Workshop @ CERN 9
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• Time resolution 200 ps 

• 55 micron pixel pitch 

• 4 sides buttable with TSV 

• 3.5 MHit/mm2/s 

• 65 nm CMOS

TimePix4 RD53 series



Trends in ASICs for HEP: hybrid pixels

• Reduced pixel cells (towards 25 um x 25 um @FCC-hh) 
• Move to more scaled technology nodes: 28 nm, ?? 
• High time resolution per pixel (< 100 ps) 
• New interconnection technologies: high performance CMOS imagers 
• More processing on chip

Likely future evolutions

HSTD12, Hiroshima – December 2019 TIMESPOT – Adriano Lai 23

Design of 2nd  version
To be submitted Spring 2020

Present, low power

Present, high power

Next version

We are working on the next version of the ASIC:

ü 24x48 55x55 µm2 pixels. Pixel contains: 
• CSA, LE discriminator, with increased power for

better time resolution (limit is 18 ps @ 22 µW)
• New type* TDC (shared among 2 or 4 channels) 
• TOT real-time correction

ü Other amplifier and TDC test structures (out of the pixel
matrix)

ü Rad-hardening design techniques applied
ü Impedance adaptation for diamond sensor
ü N x1.5Gbps LVDS output links (already designed and

working in 1st version)
ü ASIC will be wire-bondable, but TSV ready, with a 

Redistribution Layer

*Interpolated–tapped scheme.
~ 40 ps LSB,  12 ps rms (theoretical). Size: 22x15 µm2

*Vernier scheme. Conversion time 17 ns
~ 30 ps LSB, 8 ps rms (theoretical)

Power vs jitter within our present CSA scheme
• TDC on the INFN Timespot ASIC 

• 55  um x 55 um pixels 

• TDC size 22 um x 15 um 

• Real time time-walk correction 

• 28 nm CMOS



Trends in ASICs for HEP: monolithic
State of the art

• Ultra-thin, wrap-around CMOS sensors 

• Beyond reticle size with stitching 

• Fully depleted CMOS 

• CMOS sensors with timing capabilities  

• Due to 3D integration, monolithic and hybrid may converge in high performance solutions 

• In outer layers lots of 2D CMOS sensors

pALPIDE-3 Chip
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30 mm

15
 m

m

• 180 nm CMOS 

• Sparsified readout 

• 28 um x 28 um pixels 

• 24000 sensors for 10 m2

Likely future evolutions



Final thoughts

• Accelerators are expected to follow an evolutionary approach: requirements in 
ASICs rather clear even for the very far future; 

• In term of technology, only problematic case: FCC-hh at < 40 cm: but we have 
some time ahead 

• For the rest, it is mostly a question of budgets  

• Biggest issues will not be technology per se, but costs at large 

• We need to profit more by the latest advances in CAD tools, which are tuned to 
chip extremely more complex that the ones we typically need to develop 

• Promote collaboration more than competition (e.g. avoid “parallel options”) 

• Incorporate early realistic ASICs description in detector simulations 

• Open ecosystem of IPs 

• For full size ASICs have teams of appropriate size (both too large and too small 
can be a problem) with roles and tasks 

• Multilateral funding implies multilateral teams


